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Skills
This fraction game reviews calculating $\frac{1}{2}$, $\frac{1}{3}$, $\frac{1}{4}$, $\frac{2}{3}$, $\frac{3}{4}$ of numbers up to 20.

Preparing the Game

Print the game on cardstock or print on paper and laminate. Alternatively, the game can be printed on paper and put into a sheet protector. This game requires counters in 2 different colors to play or print the O’s and X’s cards on page 4 to play.
Tic Tac Toe Fractions

a game for 2 players
Use counters or O’s and X’s cards to play.
Take turns to calculate a fraction.
If you are correct cover the square with a counter or a symbol card.
The first player to make 4 in a row vertically, horizontally or diagonally, is the winner.

Try the Variation: The winner is the first player to make a square of 4 small squares.
Play the game with counters in 2 different colors or print the O’s and X’s cards to play.